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ABSTRACT: Deep eutectic solvents (DESs) (ZnCl2 and urea) have been used to
solubilize organic matter from sewage sludge (SS), followed by subsequent
hydrothermal carbonization (HTC) to obtain low-nitrogen-content hydrochar.
The nitrogen content in hydrochar obtained after DES addition decreased to 1.93
from 3.15% (no DES) at 210 °C. DES can notably dissolve proteins and lipids
during HTC of SS. HTC of polysaccharides was enhanced, increasing the degree
of carbonization. The key role of DES in SS during HTC was the dissolution of
proteins, promoting carbonization of polysaccharides, Maillard reactions,
deamination, and decarboxylation of proteins. ZnCl2 was probably converted
into β-Zn(OH)C1 and ZnO during HTC. Results pointed to relevant
enhancements when DES was added, useful for organic waste valorization such
as SS, food waste, poultry manure, and related waste feedstock.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Activated sewage sludge (SS), a byproduct of wastewater
treatment, attracts attention worldwide due to inherent
challenges and environmental impacts related to its difficult
management. Significantly, the disruption of extracellular
polymeric substances (EPSs) is difficult since it can influence
the dewatering and utilization of organic matter.1,2 Hydro-
thermal carbonization (HTC) has received significant
attention due to needing mild reaction conditions that avoid
feedstock drying and obtaining solid as a fuel.3 The HTC of
SS, which contains proteins, polysaccharides, lipids, and other
organic matter,4 has been the subject of extensive inves-
tigations, including solid fuel, N-carbon, catalysis HTC,
etc.3,5−9

EPS and cell walls of SS are challenging to disrupt because of
the strong hydrogen bonding, resulting in a low degree of
carbonization, high nitrogen content, and partial unconverted
feedstock present in hydrochar.6 The stability of the EPS
structure makes the treatment of SS challenging, including
dewatering,10 HTC,9 pyrolysis,11 and so on. Therefore,
disrupting the floc structure of SS to utilize organic matter
effectively has become a very important issue. A low degree of
carbonization in SS would indicate a high nitrogen content in
hydrochar since the main organic matter is the protein in SS.3

Possibly, the main reason for the low degree of carbonization is
that the organic matter in SS has a huge molecular weight and
a strong hydrogen bond between different biopolymers,
resulting in limited hydrolysis under HTC conditions.12

In our previous work,6 hydrotalcites were used to disrupt the
floc structure of SS in order to release the organic matter,
which in turn can decrease the nitrogen content in hydrochars.
Conventional methods including acidic and alkaline catalyses
and thermal hydrolysis are limited in the disruption of the floc
structure of SS.13 Recently, ultrasonic pretreatment was used to
disrupt the EPS and cell wall to promote organic matter release
from SS.14 Hydrolysis, dehydration, and decarboxylation were
enhanced during HTC after ultrasonic pretreatment. On the
other hand, advanced oxidation processes (AOPs, like H2O2
and persulfate) have been widely used to destroy the floc
structure to promote SS dewatering.15 Recently, AOP coupled
with thermal treatment was also developed.16 This method was
mainly carried out below 100 °C, resulting in the limited
disruption of the floc structure of SS. Recently, Ning et al. have
reported using persulfate as an oxidant to destroy the EPS
structure and carry out HTC.17 The result showed that the
Fe(II)-activated persulfate system could destroy the EPS
structure of SS and facilitate nitrogen element removal in
hydrochar. Wang et al. reported the use of H2O2 as an oxidant
and fly ash as the skeleton material to further remove nitrogen
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and sulfur contents in hydrochar during HTC of SS.18

However, the disruption of EPS was still limited because of
the limited amount of oxidant that was quickly depleted.
Hence, developing a new method to destroy the EPS structure
of SS is very important.
Deep eutectic solvents (DESs) have been considered as

green solvents with specific and unique physicochemical
properties, which can be utilized in different fields. DESs
have received increasing attention in the past two deca-
des.19−22 DESs could be prepared by a two- or three-
component combination with a specific ratio of hydrogen-
bond acceptors and hydrogen-bond donors to change the
properties of the target compound.23 In biomass treatment,
DESs can selectively solubilize large amounts of lignin but not
cellulose, which can be further utilized to produce biogas;
however, it is still a pretreatment technology.24,25 On the other
hand, DESs can also help prepare a new type of carbonaceous
material to be utilized in the electrochemistry field.26−28 Above
all, DES is a promising green solvent in terms of organic matter
separation, especially in biomass application.
To obtain a low nitrogen content of hydrochar, the EPS

structure of SS should be first disrupted. DES has been
introduced during HTC using DES as a solvent and catalyst to
effectively disrupt the EPS structure. Additionally, Cl− has
been demonstrated to have a positive effect on the HTC of
SS.8,14 Hence, in this contribution, DES (ZnCl2 + urea) was
added to investigate its influence on this process, especially
decreasing the nitrogen content in the prepared hydrochars. SS
was also soaked in the DES solution with a set time to explore
the dissolution role of DES on the HTC of SS. Both aqueous
phase and hydrochar properties were investigated. Importantly,
ZnCl2 has also been widely used as an activation agent for the
preparation of activated porous carbons, while urea is crucial to
introduce nitrogen-containing surface functionalities even to
graphitic carbon nitride clusters/phases. The obtained results
would provide a better understanding of the HTC process.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials. SS was supplied by the Gujing group wastewater

treatment plant located in Bozhou, Anhui Province, China. The
moisture and ash content (dry matter) of SS were 85.2 and 38.7%,
respectively. ZnCl2 and urea were of analytical grade and were not
further purified.
HTC Experiments. Typically, the molar ratio of ZnCl2/urea was

1:3.5. A total of 15 g of SS and 15 g of H2O were directly poured into
a reactor to carry out a blank experiment. DES was loaded at mass
ratios of 5 and 10% to the SS, separately. Then, the mixture was
poured into the reactor to carry out the HTC experiment. On the
other hand, SS was soaked in the DES solution for 2 and 5 h, in which
the mole ratio of ZnCl2/urea was still 1:3.5. Then, the mixture was
directly poured into the reactor to carry out HTC experiments. HTC
experiments were carried out in a stainless-steel reactor (50 mL in
volume, GSHA-0.5, China). In each experiment, the reactor was
sealed, heated to the desired temperature, and held at the desired
temperature for 60 min without a mixer. When the temperature
reached the setting value, the time was recorded. When the reaction
time was reached, the reactor was stopped being heated and cooled
down to room temperature. Solid and aqueous phase mixtures were
separated using vacuum filtration. The solid phase was heated to 105
°C for 24 h before further analysis, and then, it was analyzed by
elemental analysis and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy
(FTIR). The aqueous phase was collected for further analysis for
total organic carbon (TOC), total nitrogen (TN), and NH3-N. Each
experiment was repeated three times.

Analytical Methods. A TOC analyzer (Shimadzu TOC-VCSH,
Japan) was used to detect the TOC value of the aqueous phase. TN
was measured using the standard method (HJ 636−2012 China).
NH3-N was measured using the spectrophotometry method based on
the Chinese standard method (HJ 535−2009 China). The three-
dimensional-excitation-emission-matrix (3D-EEM) fluorescence spec-
tra of the aqueous phase were measured with a Hitachi Fluorescence
Spectrophotometer-F7000 at room temperature. Fluorescence region
integration was performed to obtain the total fluorescence intensity of
these substances under different experimental conditions. The
detailed information can be found in our previous work.29

The elemental compositions of hydrochar samples were measured
by an elemental analyzer (Flash 2000 CHNS/O, Thermo Fisher
Scientific) with the combustion method. According to elemental
analysis results, the higher heating values (HHVs) of hydrochars were
calculated using the Dulong formula (heating value (MJ/kg) = 0.338
C + 1.428 (H-O/8) + 0.095 S),30 where C, H, O, and S are the wt %
of each individual element. X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis of the
hydrochar samples was performed over the Bruker D8 with α-
radiation by Cu Kα at room temperature. The scanning rate was 6°/
min in the range of 5−90°. Thermal decomposition properties of
hydrochar samples were analyzed by a thermogravimetry (TG)
analyzer (NETZSCH5, Germany). The condition was that about 10
mg of hydrochar sample was carried out in a ceramic crucible under a
N2 atmosphere as the carrier gas at a 50 mL/min flow rate and heated
from room temperature to 900 °C at the heating rate of 20 °C/min.
The morphology was probed to determine the surface characteristics
of hydrochar from a scanning electron microscope (SEM, Merlin,
Zeiss). FTIR of the hydrochar was performed by a Nicolet iS50 FTIR
spectrometer (Thermo Scientific). The scanned wavenumbers were in
the range of 4000−400 cm−1. TG-FTIR of the hydrochar was
performed using simultaneous thermogravimetry (NETZSCH STA
409, Germany) coupled with FTIR (Shimadzu IRAffinity-1s, Japan).
Approximately 10 mg of hydrochar was heated from room
temperature to 900 °C at the heating rate of 20 °C/min and a N2
flow rate of 70 mL/min.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Characteristics of Hydrochars. As shown in Figure 1, the

yield of SS derivative hydrochar notably decreased from 58.5
to 44.8% at increasing temperatures (from 180 to 240 °C). It is
well known that hydrolysis of proteins and polysaccharides is a

Figure 1. Hydrochar yields.
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key step during HTC of SS, resulting in enhancing the
hydrolysis at high temperatures to release more organic matter
to the aqueous phase and thus decreasing the yield of
hydrochar.6 In contrast, higher temperatures promote
dehydration, deamination, decarboxylation, and thermal
decomposition, which improve the degree of coalification,
leading to a decrease in the yield of hydrochar.31 It is known
that hydrolysis, dehydration, decarboxylation, and polymer-
ization mainly occur during HTC, leading to a hydrochar.3

However, the addition of DES could break hydrogen bonds in
EPS and the cell wall, promoting the dissolution of organic
matter in the aqueous phase and resulting in a decreased yield.
When 10% DES was added, the yield at 180 and 210 °C was
significantly higher as compared to that obtained by adding 5%
DES under otherwise identical conditions. DES catalyzed
organic matter dissolution in the aqueous phase to form
hydrochar at low temperatures, leading to slightly increased
yields. Another possibility was that urea in DES was
decomposed and doped organic matter to form N-hydrochar.32

After soaking SS in the DES solution for 2 or 5 h, the
hydrochar yield slightly increased, indicating that the urea in
DES took part in the reaction during soaking by the Maillard
reaction, allowing the reaction to take place at very low
temperatures. According to Figure 1, temperature is a very
important factor during HTC. Additionally, DES played a key
role during HTC, including treatment style. In this work, the
inorganic matter was not removed. Hence, the solid residue
was not really a hydrochar but was still called that for
convenience. For high solubility of ZnCl2 and urea, the masses
of ZnCl2 and urea were not deducted in the hydrochar.
FTIR analysis of the functional groups of hydrochars under

different conditions is depicted in Figure 2. The weak band at

about 3340 cm−1 was attributed to the −N/OH vibration for
SS derivative hydrochars containing nitrogen and oxygen. The
weak bands at about 2930 and 2850 cm−1 were ascribed to the
−CH2 stretching vibration. The band located at 1740 cm−1

was ascribed to CO of lipids, indicating that lipids were
adsorbed on the surface of hydrochar.6 The band at 1645 cm−1

could be assigned to the stretching vibration of −CO of the

amide group.33 Another possibility was the CN vibration in
heterocyclic compounds.34 Significant differences in the profile
were found when DES was added. After DES addition or
soaking pretreatment, the protein band (1645 cm−1) was very
weak (or even disappeared), indicating that DES cleaved the
protein structure to form soluble proteins. In other words,
soaking pretreatment enhanced the dissolution of the proteins,
which probably was a key factor that influenced the HTC
process and hydrochar properties. The sharp band located at
1505 cm−1 could be ascribed to aromatic ring CC
stretching.31 The relatively strong band located at 1406 cm−1

could be ascribed to the C−H vibration.31 The band located at
1010 cm−1 was due to the stretching of the −C−O−R in
polysaccharide or may be attributed to the −Si−O stretching
for a large amount of ash in hydrochar.31 According to FTIR
results, it was confirmed that DES disrupted the protein
structure to form soluble proteins in the aqueous phase, which
would notably influence the HTC process and hydrochar
properties.
The results of elemental analysis for hydrochar are listed in

Table 1. C, H, N, S, and O contents in hydrochar notably
decreased at increasing temperatures, especially C and O. This
indicated that parts of proteins and polysaccharides have been
transferred into the aqueous phase. Moreover, it indicated an
enhanced dehydration and decarboxylation process. When
DES was added, the contents of C, H, N, O, and S all
decreased in the hydrochar, especially the sample with 10%,
indicating that DES can notably promote hydrolysis,
dehydration, and decarboxylation during HTC to reduce the
content of those elements. On the other hand, FTIR results
showed that the amido bond was cleaved after the addition of
DES, indicating that polysaccharides were easily dehydrated
and decarboxylated after the dissolution of proteins. For the
5% DES, S can be found in the hydrochar, indicating that
proteins were still partially retained in the SS during HTC and
were not dissolved completely. When 10% DES was added,
almost no S could be found in the hydrochar, which shows that
protein dissolution enhanced on increasing the DES. When
DES soaking pretreatment was carried out, it was found that
the elemental content slightly increased in the hydrochar,
indicating that the Maillard reaction probably caused the
reaction to take place at low temperatures.35 The Maillard
reaction between dissolution proteins in the aqueous phase
and urea in DES with polysaccharides took place at low
temperatures, forming relatively large molecular compounds
that increased the elemental content in the hydrochar.
On the other hand, DES was not completely removed under

HTC conditions. he addition of DES induced extensive
disruption in SS so that proteins were released to the aqueous
phase, changing the elemental composition of hydrochars. In
this sense, DES was confirmed to play a role in protein transfer
during HTC.
Figure 3 depicts the van Krevelen diagram calculated from

Table 1, which presents the H/C vs O/C atomic ratios. The
main reactions during HTC of SS included decarboxylation,
demethylation, and dehydration. Dehydration was enhanced in
the lower-temperature range, while the O/C increased at 240
°C (probably related to the Diels−Alder reaction, where a
precursor containing the oxygen atom brought oxygen to the
hydrochar). When 5% DES was added, O/C and H/C both
increased as compared to the reaction in the absence of DES.
When 10% DES was added, it was found that as the
temperature increased, the dehydration was enhanced. When

Figure 2. FTIR results of hydrochar.
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SS was soaked for 2 and 5 h in the DES solution, the O/C and
H/C were higher than those without DES and 5% DES under
the same HTC conditions. The difference in the O/C and H/
C of samples with the DES shifting to a high value was
probably caused by ZnCl2. In the present paper, hydrochar was
not rinsed, indicating that ZnCl2 was retained (probably as Cl−

adsorbed on the surface of the hydrochar), resulting in other
inorganic matter also being adsorbed on the surface via a
hydrogen bond. In our previous work, the inorganic matter was
demonstrated to adsorb on the surface of the hydrochar.8

According to Figure 3, it was confirmed that DES was a key
factor, especially in protein “dissolution”. After disrupting the
protein structure, and according to the thermal decomposition
reaction and the Maillard reaction, deamination of SS could
also be enhanced. Certainly, decarboxylation and dehydration
were enhanced.
To analyze the structure of the hydrochar, XRD is used for

the analysis of the crystalline nature listed in Figure 4. The
sharp peak at 26.5° ascribed to the amorphous carbon in SS-
derived hydrochars could also belong to SiO2 crystallites of SS
containing a large amount of ash. Another peak was noted at
35.3°. The typical peak of ZnCl2 is 16.3°,36 and as seen in
Figure 4, it is absent, indicating that ZnCl2 was transferred into
another Zn species. It is known that during HTC of SS,
deamination of proteins takes place, which increases the pH of
the aqueous phase for NH4

+ formation. Under alkaline
conditions, Zn2+ can form Zn(OH)2, as a locally high
concentration of bases favors the formation of Zn(OH)2.

However, the typical peak of Zn(OH)2 located at 20.86°
cannot be found, indicating that Zn(OH)2 did not exist in the
hydrochar. The peak located at 35.3° probably was ZnO since
very weak peaks located at 32.3, 47.8, 56.7, and 62.9° could be
found.37 However, the typical peaks of ZnO were 32.3, 34.9,
36.6, and 47.8°. Hence, according to the sharp peak and weak
peaks, the maximum possibility was Zn5(OH)8Cl2·H2O
derivative compounds.38 After HTC, the Zn5(OH)8Cl2·H2O
initial thermal decomposition occurred at about 150 °C to β-
Zn(OH)C1 and then further decomposed to give the present
results, different from that of ZnO (also explaining the high H/
C and O/C values in DES-treated samples).
To further analyze the role of DES in hydrochar formation,

the surface morphological structure of hydrochar was scanned
by SEM. The difference in samples is shown in Figure 5. Small
pores could be observed on the surface of hydrochar without
DES. However, the surface was relatively rough, indicating that
dehydration, decarboxylation, and deamination occurred in a
limited way relatively. When 5% DES was added, pores could
also be observed on the surface of hydrochar; however, the
surface was relatively smooth, indicating that the hydrolysis
process of proteins and polysaccharides was enhanced and
then the hydrolysate was polymerized to form hydrochar. It
implied that DES has a positive effect on HTC of SS. When
10% DES was added, pores could still be observed on the
surface, and they became small. It showed that the 10% DES

Table 1. Elemental Analysis of Hydrochar Samples

samples N C H S O HHV (MJ/kg)

SS-180 °C 3.47 20.44 4.17 0.52 19.15 9.49
SS-210 °C 3.15 19.47 3.89 0.33 17.54 9.04
SS-240 °C 2.25 16.97 3.39 0.25 15.64 7.80
SS-180 °C-5%DES 2.83 16.74 3.59 0.59 16.40 7.92
SS-210 °C-5%DES 2.13 14.35 3.18 0.52 14.35 6.88
SS-240 °C-5%DES 1.80 13.50 2.81 0.50 12.92 6.31
SS-180 °C-10%DES 2.57 15.55 3.28 0.47 15.00 7.31
SS-210 °C-10%DES 1.93 13.36 2.75 <0.10 13.23 6.08
SS-240 °C-10%DES 1.68 12.45 2.41 <0.10 11.89 5.52
SS-210 °C-10%DES-2h 1.99 13.58 2.89 <0.10 14.24 6.18
SS-210 °C-10%DES-5h 1.99 13.58 2.89 <0.10 14.36 6.15

Figure 3. Van Krevelen diagram of hydrochars with and without FN.

Figure 4. XRD patterns of the different hydrochars.
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dissolved more organic matter; especially, proteins and more
organic matter transferred into the aqueous phase and formed
more hydrochar, resulting in the formation of small pores on
the surface of hydrochar.
On the other hand, large particles could be observed on the

surface. After soaking for 5 h, the particles of hydrochar were
found to agglomerate, with a very rough surface in the
hydrochar. At the same time, crystals could be found,
indicating that the inorganic matter went through crystal-
lization. Small particles were also observed on the surface,
indicating hydrochar formation from the aqueous phase. Large
pores on the surface of the hydrochar probably implied that
polysaccharide hydrolysis could be enhanced to dissolve more
polysaccharides after protein dissolution. Comparing with and
without soaking, soaking benefited organic matter hydrolysis
and DES was indeed effective in the HTC process. From the
above analysis, the DES was found to have enhanced the
hydrolysis process of the biopolymer, due to which SS could
enhance the biopolymer solubility, forming low-molecular-
weight organic matter.
On the other hand, more organic matter dissolving in the

aqueous phase polymerized during HTC, forming solid
particles on the surface. Hence, the number of pores decreased
on increasing the fraction of DES. DES addition durign HTC
enhanced dissolution, causing dehydration, deamination, and
decarboxylation reactions leading to pore formation. These
reactions facilitated N and S element removal from SS,
resulting in low N and S elemental contents in hydrochars.
Characteristics of the Liquid Phase. To analyze the

properties of the aqueous phase, the TOC value of the aqueous
phase was measured first. The TOC was tested under different
conditions, and the results are listed in Figure 6.
From 180 to 210 °C, the TOC value of the aqueous phase

increased with temperature increasing, indicating that high
temperature promoted organic matter in SS hydrolysis and
thermal decomposition to release low-molecular-weight
organic matter to the aqueous phase. When the temperature
increased to 240 °C, the TOC value slightly decreased,
indicating that the dehydration, deamination, and decarbox-

ylation were enhanced to release CO2 and H2O. When 5%
DES was added, compared to that without DES, the TOC
value slightly increased at 180 °C and notably decreased at 210
°C. It indicated that at low temperatures, DES promoted
protein “dissolution” of SS to release soluble proteins to the
aqueous phase. TOC reduction was mainly caused by
deamination and decarboxylation to release NH3 and CO2.
When the temperature was increased to 240 °C, the TOC had
almost no change compared to without DES. It probably was
the reaction between NH4

+ and polysaccharide, which formed
N-organic matter and resulted in an increase in the TOC.39

When 10% DES was added, compared with 5%, the TOC
value increased in a stepwise manner, indicating that protein
“dissolution” was enhanced and polysaccharides could also be
enhanced. When SS was soaked in DES solution for 2 and 5 h,
the TOC value slightly increased compared to that with 10%

Figure 5. SEM of hydrochars at 210 °C (with and without DES).

Figure 6. TOC results of the aqueous phase.
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DES. It indicated that more proteins were transferred into the
aqueous phase after soaking, leading to an increase in the TOC
value. Comparing with and without soaking, it was found that
soaking pretreatment was beneficial to organic matter
“dissolution” and hydrolysis because after directly adding
DES to SS under the HTC condition, deamination increased
the pH value, leading to the formation of Zn5(OH)8Cl2·H2O.
It destroyed the DES system and inhibited DES dissolution in
proteins, resulting in the TOC value decreasing. According to
TOC results, it indicated that temperature and DES were
sensitive factors, especially DES.
NH3-N and TN values were all further analyzed, and results

are listed in Figure 7. With increasing temperature, NH3-N

values increased in a stepwise manner during HTC of SS in the
range of 180−240 °C. The NH3-N value increase was mainly
caused by deamination of labile amides under HTC conditions
to form NH4

+.8 It indicated that with temperature increasing,
hydrolysis of proteins was enhanced to facilitate deamination.
Paneque et al. found that NH3-N was mainly related to amino
acid thermal decomposition during HTC.40 Actually, a low
fraction of amino acids in the aqueous phase of HTC for SS
can be found.41 Hence, deamination of labile amides was the
main reason for the increase in NH3-N values. When DES was
added, the NH3-N values notably increased. When 5% DES
was added, the NH3-N values notably increased, especially at
220 and 240 °C. Compared to the aqueous phase without
DES, the NH3-N value was higher than the deamination of
labile amides without DES and urea-produced NH4

+,
indicating that after DES addition, more labile amides from
SS were transferred into the aqueous phase and carried out
deamination to form more NH4

+.
DES is an effective method to transfer more proteins into

the aqueous phase. When 10% DES was added, the NH3-N
value also notably increased. A probable key reason was the
amount of urea increasing. Certainly labile amides also
contributed to the NH3-N value increasing. After soaking for
2 and 5 h, the NH3-N value in the aqueous phase was slightly
higher than that of 10% DES, indicating that soaking
pretreatment was beneficial to organic matter “dissolution”
and hydrolysis, especially under HTC conditions, in good
agreement with TOC results. TN values are also listed in

Figure 7. TN increased in a stepwise manner in the range of
180−240 °C, mainly caused by the hydrolysis of proteins
under HTC conditions to form soluble proteins and other N-
organic matter. When 5% DES was added, TN was fluctuant in
the range of 180−240 °C. When the temperature was
increased to 210 from 180 °C, the TN value slightly decreased,
and it notably increased again when the temperature was
increased to 240 °C. It implied that the Maillard reaction that
took place during HTC for nitrogen in the aqueous phase can
only transfer into the solid phase to form hydrochar. When
10% DES was added, similar results were found, and the
change was significant, pointing to an enhancement of the
Maillard reaction at this temperature (or more soluble proteins
took part in the reaction between soluble proteins and
polysaccharides). Although more soluble proteins can be
found at 240 °C, polysaccharides were further hydrolyzed and
dehydrated to form macromolecular compounds and small
molecular compounds, resulting in difficulties in reacting with
proteins. During HTC, almost no N2 in nitrogen species
distribution was formed. Hence, TN at 240 °C increased again.
After soaking for 2 and 5 h, the TN value in the aqueous phase
was notably higher than that of 10% DES, indicating that
soaking pretreatment was beneficial for protein “dissolution”. It
was confirmed that after soaking, more proteins could be
transferred into the aqueous phase under HTC conditions.
According to NH3-N and TN results, it was confirmed that
DES could notably dissolve proteins in an aqueous phase and
change the SS floc structure properties, which would influence
hydrochar properties.
To further analyze soluble protein change under HTC

conditions, 3D-EEM was used to analyze aqueous phase
properties. Regions I, II, III, and V are aromatic protein-like I,
aromatic protein-like II, fulvic acid-like, and humic acid-like
substances, respectively. Region IV corresponded to protein-
like, tryptophan, tyrosine and related N-containing com-
pounds. To demonstrate the change of proteins in the aqueous
phase when DES was added, the aqueous phase with and
without DES was selected, as listed in Figure 8. The typical
aqueous phase samples were analyzed and are listed in Figure
S1. It was found that with increasing temperature, the overall
intensity decreased, especially at 240 °C, indicating that
thermal decomposition of proteins was enhanced, indicating
more NH4

+ formation. It was in agreement with the NH3-N

Figure 7. NH3-N and TN results of the aqueous phase.

Figure 8. Intensity of 3D-EEM for the aqueous phase with and
without DES.
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results. When 5% DES was added, the intensity of proteins
notably increased under the same conditions, except for the
humic acid-like slight decrease. It implied that DES notably
promoted protein hydrolysis. With the temperature increasing,
the intensity of proteins decreased in a stepwise manner,
except for the humic acid-like fluctuant, indicating that
deamination of proteins took place at high temperatures. It
was in agreement with NH3-N results. When 10% DES was
added, the intensity notably fluctuated compared to that of
with 5%. It indicated that proteins were transferred into the
aqueous phase from SS when 10% DES was added; then,
deamination, thermal decomposition, and Maillard reaction
occurred at the same time, and which one dominated during
HTC depended on the HTC temperature. Hence, it caused
the intensity to be fluctuant. After soaking for 2 and 5 h, the
intensity was notably higher than that of 10% DES, indicating
that soaking pretreatment was beneficial to protein “dis-
solution”. It was in line with FTIR, TOC, and TN results. On
the other hand, it was found that with the soaking time
prolonging, the intensity notably decreased, indicating that
deamination took place during HTC, which decreased the
intensity. It was in line with TN and NH3-N results. It was
confirmed that more proteins can be transferred into the
aqueous phase under HTC conditions after soaking.
Combined with TOC, TN, and NH3-N results, it was

confirmed that under HTC conditions, DES can notably
dissolve proteins in the aqueous phase and change the aqueous
phase properties and SS floc structure properties.

Thermal Decomposition Characteristic of Hydro-
chars. To investigate the thermal decomposition properties
of hydrochars, the TG-DTG of hydrochars with 20 °C/min
using N2 as the inert atmosphere was conducted from room
temperature to 900 °C (Figure 9). The hydrochar produced at
210 °C showed two peaks at 269.7 and 348.4 °C. These were
related to the thermal decomposition of proteins42 and
polysaccharides,43 respectively. The weak peak at ca. 100 °C
was attributed to the removal of physisorbed water. The
residue was 54.2%. When 5% DES was added, the weak peak
near 100 °C was also observed. The sharp peak shifted to a
high temperature (357.8 °C), indicating that after DES
addition volatiles were removed from SS. From the above
results, the main difference upon DES addition relates to
partial proteins being transferred into the aqueous phase,
indicating that proteins can form heavy compounds by the
Maillard reaction and increase the thermal decomposition
temperature. On the other hand, the hydrogen-bond network
between proteins and polysaccharides was disrupted by DES,
resulting in polysaccharide hydrolysis and dehydration to
enhance carbonization and thus increase the thermal
decomposition temperature. It is well known that the peak at

Figure 9. TG-DTG results of hydrochars.
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ca. 430 °C was possibly associated with the thermal
decomposition of residual lignin to fixed carbon44 or humic
substances.45 The sharp peak located at 465.2 °C indicated the
high degree of carbonization (shifted to high for thermal
decomposition of fixed carbon or humic substances). In other
words, disruption of the SS floc structure and “dissolved”
proteins can benefit polysaccharide carbonization during HTC,
increasing the thermal decomposition temperature. Thermal
decomposition peaks were split when 10% DES was added.
The weak peak at ca. 110 °C was also detected. After 200 °C,
small thermal decomposition peaks can be found, probably
related to protein thermal decomposition to release NH3.
These results indicated that 10% DES can notably dissolve
proteins in the aqueous phase from SS as well as proteins
undergoing Maillard chemistry/adsorption on the surface,
resulting in persistent thermal decomposition to form the
observed split peaks. The first split peak appeared at 358.4 °C.
The second main split peak appeared at ca. 468.8 °C. The
residue was 67.0%. The appearance of split peaks indicated

that 10% DES can dissolve more proteins in the aqueous
phase, while limited HTC time (1 h) originated a limited
dissolution of proteins. After soaking for 2 h in DES, a smooth
thermal decomposition curve was observed. The first thermal
decomposition peak (348.4 °C) shifted to 358.4 °C after DES
addition, which was ascribed to polysaccharide thermal
decomposition. DES promoted polysaccharide carbonization
for high thermal decomposition temperature. As compared to
without the soaking treatment, the thermal decomposition
temperature of the hydrochar for the second peak was
increased by about 8 °C, indicating the higher degree of
carbonization (the peak can be ascribed to the fixed carbon or
humic substances). The residue was 62.1%. From TG-DTG
results, DES was further confirmed to promote protein
dissolution and the increased carbonization degree of
polysaccharides. It also promoted the reaction between
proteins and polysaccharides to form heavy compounds
although relatively limited under current investigated con-
ditions.

Figure 10. TG-FTIR spectra of hydrochars under different conditions.
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To further investigate the thermal decomposition character-
istics, TG-FTIR was investigated at 20 °C/min in a N2
atmosphere, as shown in Figure 10. The main species included
CO2 (a sharp doublet band at 2400−2250 cm−1 and a low-
intensity band at 670 cm−1), CO (1750 cm−1), and C−O−
C (approximately 1500 cm−1). The band located at 4000−
3400 cm−1 was attributed to O/N−H bonds (stretching
vibrations) from H2O/NH3.

45,46 According to Figure 10, the
thermal decomposition of hydrochar showed that decarbox-
ylation took place after 200 °C, indicating that the surface of
hydrochar contains −COOH groups. The signal of NH3 was
very strong (near 3500 cm−1). Alkane signals could be
observed after 250 °C, indicating that the carbon skeleton of
hydrochar began to break down. After 270 °C, aromatic
compounds could be detected (960, 930, and 710 cm−1). After
310 °C, the signal of aromatic compounds became more
evident. After 350 °C, the signal of CO could be detected
(2140 cm−1), probably due to thermal decomposition of lipids
adsorbed on the surface of hydrochar.47 After 400 °C, there
was complete thermal decomposition of lipids since the band
(1760 cm−1) disappeared. It indicated that lipids in hydrochar
were short-chain lipids since the thermal decomposition
temperature of plant oil exceeded 400 °C. After 550 °C, the
release of CO2 and aromatic compounds became weak.
The addition of DES brought relevant changes in the

decomposition profile. After 225 °C, the weak signals of alkane
NH3, CO2, and aromatic compounds were found, indicating
that the initial thermal decomposition temperature shifted to
high. After 400 °C, the signals of alkane, NH3, CO2, and
aromatic compounds became strong. It indicated that
compared to hydrochar without DES, the heavy compounds
formed when DES was added and light compounds were
removed. After 470 °C, the signal of alkane became weak but
that of aromatic compounds became strong, indicating that the
degree of carbonization became strong when DES was added.
After 630 °C, almost no signal of aromatic compounds and
alkane could be found, and the signal of CO became strong.
No lipid signal could be found, indicating that DES could
remove lipids during HTC. When 10% DES was added, after
240 °C, a weak signal of CO2 could be found, indicating that
decarboxylation took place. The initial temperature of this
hydrochar was higher than that of with 5% DES, indicating that
DES can remove volatile compounds in hydrochar. After 285
°C, a weak signal of alkane and aromatic compounds could be
found. It implied that the reaction of thermal decomposition
became slowly accelerated. After 370 °C, a strong signal could
be found, which became very strong at 440 °C. After 510 °C,
the signal of aromatic compounds and alkane became weak.
However, the signal of −COOH was still very strong,
indicating that DES promoted polysaccharide carbonization
for carboxylic acid formation during HTC of polysaccharides.
After 610 °C, the signals of aromatic compounds and alkane
also disappeared. When DES soaking was carried out, after 305
°C, weak signals of alkane and aromatic compounds could be
found. It implied that the reaction of thermal decomposition
became slowly accelerated. When the temperature was
increased to 430 °C, the signals of alkane and aromatic
compounds became very strong and then became weak with
the temperature increasing. After 500 °C, the signals of alkane
and aromatic compounds became weak, and the signal of
−COOH was still intense. After 620 °C, the signals of aromatic
compounds and alkane also disappeared. According to TG-
FTIR results, it was confirmed that DES could notably dissolve

proteins and lipids during HTC of SS. The lipids in SS were
short-chain triglycerides. The HTC of polysaccharides was
enhanced, increasing the degree of carbonization. With DES
addition, volatile compounds could be removed, resulting in an
initial temperature increase. Hence, TG-FTIR provided
another view to show the influence of DES on HTC of SS.
To further analyze the thermal decomposition properties of

hydrochar, Py-GC/MS was used to analyze pyrolysis
components (Figure 11). The main compounds are listed in

Tables S1−S4. The notable differences are listed in Figure 11.
First, a large amount of CO2 could be found in hydrochars,
indicating more −COOH groups on the surface of hydrochars.
It was in line with TG-FTIR results. Compared to results
without DES, more alkanes and alkenes could be found when
DES was added, indicating that DES notably promoted
polysaccharide transformations and inhibited the Maillard
reaction to form a low content of N-organic compounds during
HTC of SS.
On the other hand, proteins were also probably the source of

alkanes and alkenes. When DES was not added, the main
compounds were heavy fatty acids. When 10% DES was added,
the main compounds included heavy fatty acids, long-chain
alkanes, and heavy N-organic matter. It indicated that proteins
probably carried out deamination and decarboxylation to form
long-chain alkanes. The Maillard reaction was the main
reaction that formed heavy N-organic matter. When SS was
soaked in the DES solution for 2 and 5 h, it was seen that more
N-organic matter was found in Py-GC-MS results. Soaking
pretreatment consequently promoted N-organic matter for-
mation.

■ CONCLUSIONS
DES-assisted HTC was successfully developed and investigated
in detail. DES can notably dissolve proteins and lipids during
HTC of SS. Lipids in SS were short-chain triglycerides. The
HTC of polysaccharides was enhanced to increase the degree
of carbonization as thermal decomposition temperatures
shifted to high temperatures. The key role of DES in SS

Figure 11. Py-GC/MS detection of gas products evolved from
hydrochar.
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during HTC was protein dissolution, promoting carbonization
of polysaccharides, the Maillard reaction, deamination, and
decarboxylation of proteins. ZnCl2 during HTC was probably
converted into a mixture of β-Zn(OH)C1 and ZnO. A low-
nitrogen-content hydrochar could be obtained as a clean solid
fuel.
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